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The integer transfinite As an easy consequence of our results, we obtain an inequality about algebraic integers of independent interest: if 03B1 is totally real, with minimum conjugate 03B11, then, with a small number of explicit exceptions, the mean value of 03B1 and its conjugates is at least 03B11 + 1.6.
Manuscrit reçu le 6 septembre 1996 1. Introduction. For a set I in the complex plane, its transfinite diameter t(I) is given by i.e. the limit, as n tends to infinity, of the supremum of geometric means of the distances between n points in I. This has been computed for many sets I. For a real interval I of length III it is 111/4. Fekete [Fek] (see also [Gol] [Fek] . While ([F12] ). It was long suspected (see e.g. Chudnovsky [Chu] ) that this classical lower bound in fact was the true value of tz (I) . However, Borwein and Erd6lyi [BoEr] [BoEr] and Amoroso [Am] on this topic. (See also [La] ). (Amoroso's Now, by a classical argument (see [Chu] , [BoEr] [aa p, t+~. We now apply these results to the proof. The case aP = 1 is trivial, so we can assume that 8P &#x3E; 1. For each zero ai of P we choose, successively for each I, the number u above to be one of aZ_1, a~ or xi, as follows: [0, too) , and among such polynomials) have small absolute Mahler measure (see [Sml] ). Following [BoEr] , [F12] then, because of (7.4), The distribution, as k -. o0 of the zeroes of Gk, is highly irregular. In fact their limiting probability density has Hausdorff dimension 0.800611138269168784. For details see [DaSm] , in which also the density function of the 32768 zeroes of G15 is illustrated.
